
0 Lady Bird Park/Parking Lots

Parking 
Recreation 
Overflow Parking during events/fair 
Outdoor events including markets and car shows 

Areas of potential change 

West Parking Lot- Can change but parking is needed somewhere 
South Parking Lot - Can change but parking is needed somewhere 
Lady Bird Park - Possibly changeable but would require a lengthy and 

complicated process (not immediately changeable) 

Assessment Questions 

1. On a scale of 1-5 how much do you agree with the following statements (1 being strongly disagree and 5
being strongly agree). Please circle the number that most accurately represents your answer. 

a. This area of Expo Idaho is attractive.G}i 3 4 5

b. This area of Expo Idaho is being utilized and is functioning well.(} 2 3 4 5

c. The current uses at this site should be retained at this location0z 3 4 5

d. The current uses at this site should be retained somewhere on the Expo Idaho site. 1 2 3 .,Q)

e. The current uses at this site should be retained in Ada County, but not at this site'Q) 3 4 5
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2. How would you like to see Ada County invest in this area? What would you like to see maintained,
improved or removed from this site? 
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3. Imagine a totally clean slate for this location - what would you do with this location? (assume that
anything within reason is possible) 
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